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ABSTRACT

This paper aims to analyzes the Gender inequality the age of Victorian period with an 
comparison of Thomas Hardy’s Tess of the D’Urbervilles. He talked about approximately 
the battles and oppression of women’s strengthening. The later ponders and researchers 
says that ladies are enabled and they are finishing in various regions as like men, but in 
reality women’s life is similar to a caged one. This term paper look at nearly how women’s 
condition and life was expected amid the Victorian age and the comparison with cutting 
edge period. Our society sets contain rules agreeing to their comfort and let the ladies to 
act appropriately.

Keywords: Male domination, Ideal women, Patriarchal values, contemporary 
conditions..

Hardy points out the stage of women and discuss 
the age of  Victorian period. From the age of 
Victorian period, Hardy explain the lifestyle of 
peoples. Where he mainly discuss the women’s 
life and equality.From the age Victorian sexual 

orientation logic, “Doctrine of partitioned 
spheres” were expressed that men and ladies 
are unmistakable and they inferred for diverse 
things. Where they set the different rules for men 
and women, and gives a stupidity ideas that men 
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were physically strong women were weak. This 
shows male dominant towards women and they 
treated women only as a sexual object meant only 
for reproduction and to run household works. 
Even though Victorian age is considered as age 
of Transition wheremany Political Reforms and 
social changes are occurred and the invention of 
telephone and telegraph are invented.

Thomas Hardy focuses the stage of women 
and discuss the age of Victorian period. From 
the age of Victorian period, Hardy clarify the 
lifestyle of peoples. Where he primarily talk 
about the women’s life and uniformity. From 
the age Victorian gender philosophy, “Doctrine 
of separate spheres” were stated that men and 
women are distinctive and they implied for 
different things. In fact that the Ruler of Britain is 
woman, she may give much important to women 
equality and their life, but she keeps up only to 
stabilize her kingdom. Where they set the different 
rules for men and women, and gives a stupidity 
thoughts that men were physically strong women 
were frail. This appears male dominant towards 
women and they treated women as it were as a 
sexual object meant only for reproduction and 
to run family works. In fact Victorian age is 
considered as age of Transition where numerous 
Political Reforms and social changes are occurred 
and the development of telephone and telegraph 
are invented. People get rights to voting and 
England is developed high in Economic state but 
They didn’t give much important to women.The 
following women struggles and domination were 
straightly appeared within the Novel “Tess of the 
D’Urbervilles” where Hardy employments the 
feminist character of “Tess” as the most figure to 
appears the feminist side of women in Victorian 
period. Victorians thought that the Hardy’s Tess 
of the D’Urbervilles as an sexual work and gives 

the false allegation of character named Tess, as a 
shameless and outrageous. The Male Domination 
and the result of her family financial condition, 
she lead her life into dark side, where her life is 
collapsed by the character of Alec, where there’s 
no mistake from the side of Tess.

The composing of novel, approximately ladies 
character was a prevalent slant amid the late 19 
and early 20th century. Thomas Solid taken after 
that women’s education and their equality, but the 
distribution of his Tess of the D’Urbervilles in 
1891 stunned Victorian perusers got to be of the 
Novel’s sexual subjects and his basic viewpoint. 
His reference useful to youthful ladies names 
Tess. Solid revealed his strong supplication for 
equity and charity.

The condition of ladies might have moved 
forward finishing in numerous areas but to corrupt 
a woman her character is being blamed. She is 
ceaselessly faulted for any botches of her life. She 
may well be a casualty of that circumstance the 
characters spoken to inside the books are existing 
inside the genuine life situation.

Tess of the d’Urbervilles talks to a reliably 
developing advancement of despise and 
dissatisfaction with the Victorian condition based 
points of view on ladies. Through the novel, 
remains against the individuals who barge in inside 
the lives and needs of ladies in his time. Tough 
endeavors to uncover the terrible confidence and 
shallowness of the public’s feelings by reshaping 
the Victorian point of see on exceptional and 
insidiousness. He appears how society structures 
such pictures of ladies and reveals, through his 
novel, his strong motivation to alter the Victorian 
culture’s evaluation of ladies. In this novel, Tess 
clearly battles between the typical work and the 
honest to goodness self. Whereas she perseveres 
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eager issues, she appears up to involvement 
unforgiving conditions since of the social wants 
put upon her. Hardy’s Tess of the d’Urbervilles 
outlines his making disappointment with his 
partners and his yearning for to create strides the 
condition and status of ladies in his time.
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